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COMPLJAGE INFOCOM LTD

Moderator

Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the Compuage Infocom Limited QI FY2019 Earnings
conference call hosted by Kirin Advisors Limited As a reminder all participant lines will be in the listen only
mode and there will be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the presentation concludes. Should you
need assistance during the conference call, please signal an operator by pressing

““

then “0” on your

touchtone phone. Please also note that this call is being recorded. I would now like to hand the conference
over to Mr. Sunil Mudgal. Thank you and over to you Sir!
Sunil Mudgal:

Welcome to the conference call of Compuage Infocom Limited. Here we are discussing about the QI results.
With us today, Mr. Atul Sir, lie is the CMD at Compuage tnfocom. Welcome to you Sir. Now you can start
your brief about the company for this quarter and whatever you want to discuss and then will start for the
Q&A. Over to you Sir!

Awl Mehta

Thank you Sunil Good afternoon friends This is Atul Mehta from Compuage Infocom Limited I am
delighted to share with you the Qi FY2019 numbers It has been a good quarter with the company registenng
sales of Rs 8735 Crores as against sales of Ri 7526 Crores in the corresponding penod of the previous year
The company has registered a growth of 16 1%
EB1TOA too has increased by 27 8% to Rs 21 3 Crores as against Rs 166 Crores reported for the same
period in the previous year EBITDA margins were a little better at 2 4% during the quarter as compared to
22% reported in the previous year of the same quarter
Net profit for the year has also gone up by 30.6% to Rs.5.02 Crores for the same first quarter ending June 30.
2018 as against Rs.3.84 Crores reported in the period of the previous year. The EPS is of 0.85 per share for
the first quarter as against an EPS of Rs.0.65 per share reported in the previous year of the same period.
So overall the perfonnance has been very satisfactory, more or less in line with our plan and we hope to
continue the same in the year forward. I think that is all from my side. I will open the call for any questions
that anyone may have on this or any other related mailer. Thank you.

Moderator

Thank you very much Sir Ladies and gentlemen we wilt start the question and answer session First question
is from Rajesh Gupta of SBlCap Securities Please go ahead

Rajesh Gupta

Thank you and good evening to all Just wanted to ask you regarding this Ql FY20 19 result you have seen a
spike in the interest rate our interest amount rather for the current quarter is there any Increase in the debt
amount if yes then what is the debt level at present that you are getting on your book

Atul Mehta

To the best of my knowledge there is not much significant change in the debt position it is more or less the
same Yes the finance cost has gone up pninarily because what has happened is

in

the business we have

three verticals within our business, one is IT consumers, second is the IT enterprise and third is the Mobility.
IT enterprise business has been growing at a faster rate and which requires more working capital cycle, so
because of that the longer cycle the finance cost has gone up.
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Rajesh Gupta

As per your FY20g II year number you had closed toRs 400 Crores odd of debt so whal is the roa& to
bring it down later on or etc ifyou can give some guidance on that?

MuI Mebta

being very frm that it is not going to be possible to bnng it don having said that because we
are growing at a fairty good pace a growth of 16% is possibly more than the industry growth rate The debt
While I

wifl not go up proportionate to the growth of the business so we will fly and balance our
product portfolio in such a manner that the working capitat cycles are kind of controlled
will go up but

Rajesh Gupta

Sir in your overall basmess operation i can see a significant ount of expenditure in the fo of forex that is
in the foreign cun-ency so with rupee going doiw, how you see the effect on the overall your let us say how
it

Atul Mebta

it

is going to inipnct your overall expenditure and all9

t would say major purchs that we have still continue to be in india rupee Our forex business ‘snot all that
big Uonecr to ensure that we mitigate the risk we are covet-mg our imports 100% So there are absolutely
no rkk associated with that.

Rajesh Gupta

Okay any guidance for the cuarent year what kind of tophne or let us say the bottomitne that you are
looking’

Atul Mebla

We would not like to get into giving thistic nbers but you can tae QI as a benchmark moving fonyard

Rajnl, Gupta

With the similar profile at 2 5% because we see a fair ount of recovery
quarters?

Atul Mebta

Our endeavour is going to he work on the se or better But we definitely e going to try and improve as
much as we can But wejust do not want to give any guidance as far as the numbers are concerned

flajesh Gupta

One last question from my side where you see the scalabihty at the margin to come in in all these ee
verticals that you mentioned IT consumer or enteiprise or mobility which areas that you were seeing that can
really give you a lot of push to your margin’

Atul Mebta

While all the three businesses will have to complement each other let me stan with mobility where the cycles
are the shortest then comes the IT consumer where the cycles are longer than the Mobility and then comes
the IT enteiprise where the cycles are the longest so it would not be right to compare the margins in that

in

the margin

in

the last couple of

maimer because cost also differ for each of the three businesses But what we are trymg to do is improve upon
the margins as the revenue grows se get some benefit of economies of scale having gro by about 16%
our fixed operating expenses do not grow in the se proportion that is one thing Second thing what lie are
going to try and do is as I mentioned by not tij ing to grow debt as much by trying to work on the cycles more
efficiently which will help us optimize the finance cost which will also contribute to higher margins so I
this it is going to be a combination of all factors put together that will help us grow the niargins in the
business

Rajesh Gupta:

Thanic you Sb-.
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Moderator

Thank you The next question is from Arpit Bhatt of HDFC Securities Please go ahead

Arpit Bhatt:

Good evening. Congratulations on good set of numbers for this quarter as well. Sir there are a couple of
questions. The first being with respect to the margins as you have mentioned that there has been an expansion
in the margins, so is this expansion sustainable for the coming quarters as well?

Atul Mehta

As I mentioned we do not want to make forward looking statement but yes we are going to be definitely
working towards ensuring that the margins are maintained or improved as we move along

Arpit Rhatt:

Sequentially the previous quarters margins are kind of impacted due to the constraints put on the operations
by the banks in terms of lesser credit availability, but in the current quarter the expansion has been such that it
is almost at all time high level in terms of margin, so is there a structural change in the kind of products that
we are offering like we had mentioned that we are offering some products from Apple’s product portfolio, so
has there been some shift over there are ne getting new products froni there9

Atut Mehta

Very frankly m the last quarter there has not been too much shift in the product portfolio I think more or less
the product portfolio remains the same. It is just that we are trying to optimise margins out of every product
line thai we are working towards and improving on the bottomhine, so structurally there has been no major
changes in the business if I were to compare year-over-year or quarter-over-quarter sequentially.

Arpit Bbatt:

Moderator

Okay Sir, I think that would be it at present. Thank you.
Thank you very much The next question is from Nilesh Karani of Magnum Equity Broking Limited Please
go ahead

Nilesh Karani:

Good evening. Sir just to understand like if you see generally our March quarters are better and the
subsequent June quarters are always little bit on the revenue side they are lower correct?

Atul Mebta:

Sorry come again please?

Nilesh Karani

The March quarters the revenue are higher every March quarter our revenues are higher

Atul Mebta:

Right.

Nilesh Karani:

And every June quarter our revenues are little bit oiarginalty lower or correct?

Atut Mehta

Right

Nilesh Karani

If you see profitability and all is always good in June quarter rather than a March quarter actually so can you
just give me what the significant change and why always this dip in the June quarter and why the margins are
better in June quarter in fact?
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What happened in J quaer there as lot of pressure on margins and therefore margins had taken a
went below the unusual level that was not the normal levels at which we operate in and that
was an industry phenomenon it was not only applicable to us that is as far as margins is concerned so we are
beating and they

more or less back to where we should be in terms of margins are concerned In terms of revenue if we are
looking at the industry I would say two quarters which are the peak quarters one is the July August and
September and second is the January February and March When I say peak is there are not big spikes but
we can say the spike are they are marginally better than the Apnl May June quarter and the October
November December quarter so that is the relson why January February March quarter is year over year
—

s the best quarter as far as business is concerned
Nilesh Karani

Sir overall what is our best seent now and going fonvard how you see all the segments performing like
the overall I am talking about all the segments verticals all the security segments as well as our OEMs
whatever?

Atul Mebta

I would break it up into three seents as I mentioned earlier in the call IT consumer where we have produc
like laptops then we have PC components like optical drives flash dnves TFT monitors and those kinds of
produc Enterprise we have networking software data secunty physical secunly and safety surveillance
products and then mobility of course we have the smartphones and tablets so in terms of growth I would
say the growth is going to come prmiarily from the enterprise and the mobility seient The consumer is
going to grow but

it is going to grow marginally because for some reasons we are not seeing that kind of
,
rapid gro in the PC sale which is very very surprtsuig because India s PC penetration still continues to be

very very low and that is very very surprising to me as to why we are not seeing that growth So from
vertical point of view I would say it is the enterprise and the mobility which will contribute to more grotyth
as far as Compuageis concerned
Nilesh Karani;

Thanjc you so much Sir,

Moderator

ThanJc you very much We have a follow up question from Nilesh Please go ahead

Nilesh Karani

So Sir just wanted to ask abo any risk if you see ansing from ouriust in a near term or longer tenn Just
I wanted to understand if at all you see some risk involved in our business somewhere?

Atul Mehta

Very kly it is a business which is very well structured and reasonably on auto mode We have our
vendors with whoni we are working for a long penod of time with the exception of the additions that we
keep doing We have our customers that are reseller system integrators online and ottline retail partners with
whom we work for a long period of Lane So the business is fairly stable from that point of view I do not see
any major risk and I would say on the contrary we are very well placed as a country with low penetration
levels in both IT and smahones so groMh will continue The economy is growing well people will have
money to spend Yes as somebody mentioned about the FX we have a small portion of a busine where we
have direct imports happening at o end but we are ve wcll insulated by ensunng that 100% of our
by and large there are no major risk and if! were to go back a litde, if we look at our
pofls are covere
ry
ear
JO-y ifisto Compuage had a JO-year CAQR in terms of revenue of close to about 21%, EBITDA at 20%
and PAT at 17% So JO year is a good period to really look back upon basis which we can extrapolate
moving fonvard,
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So Sir my question was liUle bit infommtive like

this is the p of it but e there Is a disraption in a PC

market for example if there is some new thing commg

iii so how we would be benefited or how Would be we
will be the first player to go inside that market and tap, that is what I wanted to understand actualJy is there
any risk in that part9

Awl Mehta

Yes s this is a technology industy so we are into distribution of technology produc Definitely we have
to be associated with the best of companies and that is one thing we are doing we are ensuring that in eveiy
business we are working with either the number one number two or number three players so we are
insulating the company by ensurwg we are working with a best of brands an the world and only if all those
brands fail we would run into a problem which is veiy unlikely that all major brands running into problem at
the same lime So yes we have to align with the best of brands best of technologies to ensure that we keep
moving ahead in the right manner

Nitesh Karani

Okay Sir Thank you vely much

Moderator

Thank you veiy much The next question is a follow up from Arpit Please go ahead

Arpit Bhatt

Sir have we done any more brand acquisitions during the free months or so9 We have this 32 brands as of
March’

Atut Mehta

Right we have added couple of brands in the last quarter the business the brands that we have added in the
last quarter are we have made those announcements on the stock exchanges as well and just tying to
recollect which are those two brands that we added in the last quarter

Arpit Bhatt:

CRC, Corporation of Japan?

Atul Mebta

Yes one
CRC Corporation of Japan and there is one more brand that we minounced CRC Cooration
busmess is going to start after a quarter and there is one more announcements that we did I cannot recollect
offhand and there is one which is under finalization stage which will happen by the end of this month It is a
little premature and therefore I cannot announce it so that process is always on we are constantly talking to
brands which are not there in our portfolio that we would like to bnng into our portfolio It iS difficult to say
which brands and how many brands we will sign in the year but I am veiy confident that the plan is to add
about anywhere betneen three and six brands every year tn our portfolio

Arpit Bhatt

Okay so free you have mentioned that you are expecting in the end of September if I am not ong two is
already that you have already announced In one coming in7

Al Mebta

Yes mid I am saying free to six in the span of 12 month penod is what we are looking at addmg this year and
every year from here on for at least next couple of years.

Arpit Uhatt;

Okay and the number of re-disthbutors that we had around 120009

Atul Mebta

The plan is we are cuffently selling to about 12000 resellera In 1000 cities and towns by 2021 the plan is to
e it to 1200 cities and 15000 re-sellers
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By202p

Ati,j Mebta

Yes

Arpii Eban

Okay so the arpirationnt target of around Rs 7000 Crores of revenue by FY2020 we might have to ph that
by another the year itself itt am not wrong’

AId Mehta

Yes thai’s an arpirational number we defmitely will have to ph it by year or so

Arpg Bhatj

Okay 50 accordingly the FY20 19 target win also shift coned?

Aid Mehia:

Yes.

Arpit Bhatt

Okay and just a last question is from Apple we had some accessones that we were distnbunng so has there
been any update or any attempt to get into the distributorship nght for Apple iPhone?

Ate! Mehia

Yes you are nght we are distributing Apple accesson Initially when we staned disinbution in last May
Jane we were given oaly temtor, of no and eastern pan of India and then towards the end 0(2017
calendar year and beginning of 2013 calaridar year e were opened up for the entire coun So they have
kind of expanded the scope of our business is one thing Second to answer your question ow endeavoar is
always to expand the relationship with Apple b as you must have been reading a lot of articles which have
been coining in the newspapers Apple has been going though a major restrocturing of its distributio,,
policies in India and you may have read the papers as well as HCL made an aanouncement an the stock
exchanges that they will be exiting the Apple diWibution business and so is the case with one other company
So at this point of time they are not going to be adding a diributor or they are not going to be addmg the
scope of our relationship from accessonas to include smanphones and may be PC we will have to wait for a
while for whatever strncral changes they are doing will have to settle down before we can once again
approach them to enhance ihe scope of our relationship

Arpit Bhatt

Okay so this exit that has happened from the dislnbutor is this the step teen by them was iiiitiated by them
or by Apple itself?

Ate! Mebta

Ve frmdy there is no confed news of that hand and 1 do not want to go on here say that what exactly
transpired anti what exactly happened but the fact remains that this is what has happened

Arpli Bbatt:

Logically going why would a distributor want to end distñbutorshjp of pHde, just a mutter of question just to
understand the business better?

Ala! Mehta

Logicafly what you are saying is ve tme why would I want to exit an asparational brand like Apple so your
thought is as good as mine smce there are no definite news available I would not like to Jump to conclusion
and make a slatement which would be wrong on my part

Arpit Bhatc;

Yes, hut then we can exci that with bvo disthbutors going out, out of five, there may be a times may be
when they are done away with their stnidtural slufis or whatever policies that they want to frame, may be
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there can be a chance of a person who is already associated with them get their sm art phones business as well
is it tme9
Atul Meftia

Definitely we are not giving upon that We are defmitely going to be aiming for that it would be our desire
to get mb the smartphone business All! am saying is at this point of time I do not think it would be the
nght
time to discuss with them when they are going through a major change ofdistnbuiion structure and ‘e are
m
constant touch with them we get into quarterly business reviews and dunng the business reviews we talk
about their figure plans our figure plans Apple’s of course a very veiy close door kind of a company so we
do not get to know what and how they would like to move nhead in flirure but we are very
comfortable with a
relationship and ills going quite smooth is all I can say.

Arpit Bhatt

Thank you so much

Moderator

Thank you very much Sir there are no further questions Chaman any closing comments?

AIW Mebta

No nothing from my side I shred what! wanted to in my opening conanen of the Qi bemg good and
we
of course will work towards ensuring that the year moves along the similar lmes Thanic you

Moderator

Th you ve much Sir Ladies and gentlemen on behalf of Kirin Advisors that concludes this
conference
call. Th you forjothing us. You may now disconnect your lines.
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